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Brief: 003

Company Name: ONSTAGE

What we do
We are an online streaming platform that allows artists to sell 
tickets to their concerts for virtual live streaming. The platform 
offers 4K resolution streaming and 5.1 surround sound too, 
straight to your Smart TV. The concerts can also be saved for 
later viewing and merchandise like t-shirt can be bought from 
the artist’s Onstage page. And the user can also pick camera 
angle anytime they choose.

Mission statement
Streaming music has been depriving the need for buying 
records, and one of the artist’s main form of income has been 
through touring. With Onstage the artist has the opportunity 
to sell tickets far passed the capacity of the concert venue 
by means of live online streaming straight to your phone or tv. 
The goal is to give the artist a new form of income instead of 
depending on record sales and limited capacity concerts.

Brand buzzwords
Music, Modern, Sleek, Hip, Famous, Universal, Sound.

What we are looking for:
• A logo that is modern.
• A bright and colourful palette.
• A logo mark and a wordmark.
• A unique and bold icon to go with the wordmark.
• The icon mark has to represent music or sound.

Colours we prefer:
Bright modern colours.

Brand styles we like:

To get featured on our Instagram page
Post your designs in our private Facebook members group and also on Instagram - add the hashtags 
#logoinspirationsweeklylogochallenge and #weeklylogobrief3 to your instagram posts and show the Logoinspirations 
community your skills! (The hashtags are extensive so that it’s easier for us to find) All your design rights belong to you.

If you have gone over and above using mockups creating a beautiful showcase, then please submit your work to 
logoinspirations@gmail.com and make sure you have a clear subject line that says WEEKLY LOGO BRIEF #3 so that we 
don’t miss it. The best showcases will be featured as a blog post or featured as a dedicated newsletter.

Playpal by h3l™ Branding Spoon by Named Studio ProsperOps by Filip Justić
and Julius Seniunas

Disclaimer: This design challenge is a mock brief for a 
made up company to help you stay creative. All design 
rights belong to you for your .


